SPLC Summit Presenter Release Agreement

SPLC provides public access to Summit presentation materials, invites speakers to present again on SPLC webinars, and otherwise shares the great content that our speakers present at the Summit to forward the goals of the sustainable purchasing movement. To ensure that we can do so without any misunderstanding or concern on the part of speakers after the fact, we ask all presenters to sign a basic release when they submit their proposed sessions. The text of that release is below – you will be asked to confirm your agreement with it in the Submissions platform as one step of the submission process.

Summit Presenter Release text:

By submitting this presentation, I verify that I am fully empowered, and authorized by my employer as needed, to contribute to the Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council 2020 Summit, and to grant all rights granted herein.

If I have included in my contribution any materials in which another person or entity has rights, I have obtained written permission from that person or entity to use, copy, distribute, perform, record, publicly display and create derivative works from such materials, as well as the further right to grant such rights to SPLC.

As a contributor to the SPLC 2018 Summit, I grant SPLC the non-exclusive, royalty free and irrevocable right and license:

1. To use, copy, distribute, perform, record, publicly display and create derivative works from my presentation proposal, presentation, presentation materials, and other documents related to my presentation, in all forms, including written, audio, video and other electronic media, whether now known or hereafter created, with appropriate credit. I further grant SPLC the right to edit such materials to the extent that SPLC deems such editing to be necessary.

2. To use my name, likeness, voice and biographical and other information concerning me, solely in connection with the distribution, performance or public display of my presentation.

3. I further understand that all right, title and interest in and to the presentation and materials will be and shall remain my exclusive property, subject only to the license granted herein.